SKAN_Talk
PC-to-POS Communications (Programming and
Polling) Software

Designed to satisfy all of your
communications needs.
SKAN_Talk allows you to communicate directly to your Sharp cash registers from your
PC.
With SKAN_Talk, you can retrieve useful
information from the POS and send changes
to the POS—more easily and more accurately—allowing you to focus more on managing your restaurant or food-service operation.
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Your Complete PC-to-POS
Communications Solution
for Sharp Electronic Cash
Registers and Sharp Pointof-Sale systems
Inland Cash Register
Since 1942

Get Powerful Reporting and
Flexibility at Your Fingertips
Standard SKAN_Talk Modules
SKAN_Talk simplifies the reporting process
and provides valuable sales information with
a few, simple clicks of the mouse.

Optional SKAN_Talk Modules
T-Log Sort-N-Report
Electronically archives the register's transaction detail or
transaction log (T-Log) and sorts and filters it for specific
auditing searches. No more sifting through boxes of tape
from your register to find out how many voids the cashiers did last week!

Template Maker
Automatically produces perfectly-sized color keyboard
templates.

By making it easy to get information, store it and recall it
selectively, you will spend less time “pushing a pencil”
and more time managing your operation.

In business since 1942, Inland Cash Register is a proven
innovator in PC-to-POS communications for fine-dining,
quick-service, government and institutional food service
applications.

Authorized Dealer:

Customers Include:

Flash Reports lets you take mid-day reports from the PC
at any time.

SKAN_Talk gives you the kind of information that you
need to fine-tune your operation and increase profits.

Developed by Inland Cash Register, your complete
source for integrated hospitality solutions.

Virtual Keyboard
Shows the keyboard on your PC and makes program
changes as easy as “drag and drop.”

Daily & Date-Range Reporting allows you to select from
common reports, but you also have the power to build
your own and the flexibility to choose from any day or
date range.

Program Changes, big or small, are easily made on your
PC—at your convenience—and are sent automatically.
No more coming in early, waiting until after hours or until
the register is not in use to make important changes!

SKAN_Talk

Color Video Monitor Programming
Graphically displays and labels your kitchen monitors to
make initial or maintenance programming a cinch.

